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(Receioed 11 April 1994) 
We describe a subgroup Q of H,(Difl+(S’); Z) with the following properties: (i) the 
characteristic lasses of group actions defined by Bott [l] induce a surjection from Q to Iw’, 
and (ii) Q is divisible. The definition of Q was suggested by a paper of Rasmussen [14] in 
which he constructs a family of elements of Hg(B12; Z) which surjects onto Iw2 under the 
characteristic lasses of foliations. To prove the divisibility we use results of DuPont, Parry, 
Sah, Suslin, and Wagoner on the homology of Lie groups made discrete. The suspension of 
Q which associates to every element of Q its associated S2-bundle gives a subgroup of 
H5 (B12; h) isomorphic to [w’. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
In [ 173 Tsuboi constructed a subgroup G of Difl + (S ‘) such that the Godbillon-Vey class is 
a complete invariant of transversely foliated S’-bundles over surfaces with a G-structure. 
This means that two such bundles are foliated cobordant if and only if they have the same 
Godbillon-Vey numbers. In the course of the proof he obtained the result that H3(BIl ; Z) 
contains a subgroup isomorphic to 08, where BI, denotes the classifying space of codimen- 
sion-n foliations. The aim of this paper is to prove a similar statement in the codimension-2 
case. The difficult part is to prove that H,(Difl+(S’); Z) contains a subgroup isomorphic to 
[w2. Via suspension this gives a subgroup of Hg(B12; Z) isomorphic to [w’. 
In [14] Rasmussen constructed a family of transversely foliated S 2-bundles over 
3-manifolds such that the characteristic classes of codimension-2 foliations induce an 
epimorphism onto R2. We construct a subgroup G of Dig + (S2) such that the examples of 
Rasmussen have a G-structure. This is done in Section 1. In Section 2 we describe 
a subgroup Q of H3(G; Z). It is likely, but the author was not able to prove this, that the 
3-manifolds of Rasmussen define elements in Q. In Section 3 we prove the divisibility of Q. 
For this we use that H3(PSL2(@), T; E), Ta maximal abelian subgroup, is a Q-vector space. 
This is proved in Section 4, where we use results about the hyperbolic scissors congruence 
groups obtained by DuPont, Parry, and Sah. In addition we prove there that the hyperbolic 
volume induces an epimorphism from H3(PSL2(C), T; Z) to [w. This is used in Section 5 to 
evaluate the characteristic lasses on the suspension of Q. By integrating the characteristic 
classes of the universal S 2-bundle over the fiber Bott [l] obtained R-valued 3-dimensional 
cocycles of Difl+ (S’). In Section 5 we evaluate these cocycles on the image of Q in 
H3(D$+-+(S2);Z). 
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1. A SUBGROUP G OF Difs+(S*) 
To describe G, we need three subgroups Gi, i = 1,2,3 of Dif + (S2). 
G1 : This group is isomorphic to PSL,(C) and also to the group of orientation preserv- 
ing conformal diffeomorphisms of S2, which is the same as the group of orientation 
preserving isometries of the 3-dimensional hyperbolic space W3. If we use the upper 
halfspace { (z, t) E C x R, t > 0} as a model and consider (z, t) = z + tj = w as a quarternion, 
the operation is given by 
i 1 ; d” (w) = (aw + b)(cw + cl)-’ 
(see [S, p. 251). The endpoints of the geodesics are in l-1 correspondence with @ u { cc } and 
the operation on these points is given by setting t = 0 in the above formula. If we identify via 
stereographic projection with centerj the endpoints with S2 = ((z, t) E @ x R: ZZ + t2 = l}, 
we get a representation of PSL,(@) in Dir + (S2). 
We denote by Tl the stabilizer of (0, co }. This group is maximal abelian, represented by 
the diagonal matrices in PSL2(@) and isomorphic to @ */( f l} z S 1 x R+, where S 1 
operates via rotation around the North-South axis of S2. The operation of 
(t,, t_:,2)=:tEwI 
on @ is multiplication by t. If we use z H z-i as a chart for a neighborhood of the point cc, 
then t operates by multiplication by t - '. 
G2: G2 is isomorphic to GL: (R), the group of orientation preserving linear automor- 
phisms of R2. To give the representation i  Dig + (S’), we define first a family of representa- 
tions pl, A E !R, of the Lie algebra g/2(R) of GL: (R) into the vector fields of lR2: 
We use (x1, x2) as Cartesian and (r, cp) as polar coordinates of R2. We choose a smooth 
function g : R 3 IF! with g = 1 in a neighborhood of 0 and g E 0 in an s-neighborhood of 1. 
Let ai be differentiation in the xi-direction. Then the usual representation / of gE2(R) into 
the linear vector fields of R2 is given by e(a)(x1,x2) = &j o:X’ai for a = (uj) in ge2(R). Let 
be R = e(id), and r2a(u) = &jujxix? Then we define 
p&r) = [(a) - a (4 (1 - s(r))R 
if trace(u) = 0 and pA(id) = Ag(r)R. 
For r z 1 this is the radial-projection of the linear vector fields onto the space of tangent 
vectors of the sphere of radius r. We get a representation of g~2(lR) into the vector fields of 
S2 as follows: If D = {(xl, x2) E R2; r 6 1 + E), then the stereographic projection with 
center j or - j is a parametrization of a neighborhood of the lower or upper hemispheres 
D+ or D-. We let now gk’2(R) operate on D+ via pl and on D- via p- 1. By integrating this 
representation we obtain a representation h: GL: (R) + Difs’(S’) with image G2. This is 
possible, in spite of the fact that GL: (R) is not simply connected, because after integration 
the group SO2 c GL:(R) acts in the same way as S’ c PSL,(@). 
We denote by T2 the image of the subgroup SO2 x R’(id) of GL:(lR) in G2 and by 
lR: the image of R+ (id). 
G3: Let II’ be the elements of the centralizer of S1 in DzF + (S2 j which preserve one and 
thus all great circles through j. The points j and - j are fixed by [L’. The subgroup R+ of 
Gl is contained in IL’. The set K of elements of IL’ which fix a neighborhood of {j, - j } is 
a normal subgroup of IL’. There exists an isomorphism between H and the group of 
C “-diffeomorphisms of R! with compact support. Thus K is perfect by a theorem of Mather 
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Fig. 1. 
[13]. We define O_ as the subgroup of (L’ generated by K and W+. [I is a semidirect product of 
these groups. Define now G3 as the product S’ x [L. Another subgroup of [L’ is the subgroup 
W: of G2. It can be shown that lR: is indeed a subgroup of [L. For t in [w+ the element 
th(t- ’ id) is in K. 
The group G and a homomorphism from G to Diff + (S*) is given by the following 
iterated pushout given in Fig. 1. 
2. A SUBGROUP Q OF H,(G; Z) 
To define Q, we construct 3-cycles in G. 
We use two types of chain complexes to calculate the homology of a group G. On the 
one hand the inhomogeneous bar resolution B * G where B,G is the free abelian group over 
G” and the differential is given by 
n-1 
w l,...,gn) = (92, ..f ,Sn) + C ( - 1)i(81~~~~~YiSi+l~ . ..rgn) 
i=l 
+ (- l)“(Sl, . . . ,&-I). 
On the other hand, if G is a product of groups A, x Al, we use B, A1 0 B,A2 with 
~?(a @ b) = (au) @ b + ( - l)Pa 0 (ab), if a E B, Al. 
The Eilenberg-Zilber theorem [12] implies that the map 
(a 1, ... , ~p)@!~p+l,...,$7+q) ++ c 4~H~cT(lb *.. r%(p+q)) 
(p.q)- shufflesa 
with ui E A1 for i < p and ai E A2 for i > p induces an injective chain homotopy equivalence 
J3,A1 @B,A2 +B,(A1 xAz). This allows us to use the cokernel of B,Ar @B,A2+ 
B, G to calculate the relative homology groups H *(G, A1 x A*; Z) of a subgroup 
Al x A2 of G. We will use this to describe the groups H*(Gi, Ti;Z) for i = 1,2. 
Let z E B3G1 such that 8~ = Ci&i(ri) @ (ti) E BIS1 @ Bl[W+ with &i E Z, ri E S1 and 
ti E R+. Then di:= tih(t; ’ id) lies in 06. Since K is perfect, the group H,(K) is trivial. 
Therefore there exists for d E K an element F(d) in B2 K with 8F(d) = (d). For t E R+ we 
define L(t) E B2 IL with dL(t) = (t) - (h(t id)) by 
L(t) = F(th(t-‘id)) + (t,h(t-‘id)) - (h(tid),h(t-‘id)) - (e,e). 
We obtain a(~ + Ii&; 0 L(ti)) = xi&i (ri) @I (h(tiid)). 
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Since SL,(R) is perfect, 8: H2(SL2(R), SO,; Z) + H1 (SO,; Z) is surjective. Hence there 
exists Ri in B,(SL,(R)) with aRi = (ri) and 
z + C Ei((ri) 0 L(ti) - Ri 0 (h(ti id))) (*) 
is a 3-cycle in G. The subgroup Q of H,(G; Z) is defined as the set of elements which have 
a representative of the form ( *). 
3. Q IS DIVISIBLE 
Since quotients of divisible groups are divisible, it is enough to find divisible groups 
P and I with I < Q and an epimorphism ‘P : P + Q/I. We define I as the subgroup of 
H,(G;Z) which is generated by the image of Hs(Ti;Z), H,(@;Z), and 
H1(S’; R) 0 H*([I; Z). 
Let i:S’@R+ =H1(S’;Z)OH,((W+;iZ)~Hz(S’xIW+. ,Z) be the canonical injection. If 
we identify SO2 with S ‘, then the group P is given as the pullback of the following sequence: 
H3(G1, Tl;E) 5 H2(T1;h) c S’ @I R+ =Hz(SL,(R), SO,;‘??)@ R+. 
if (a, ~,[&j @ tij E P, then there exists a representative ZE B,(PSL,(C)) of CJ with 
az=Ci(aRi)O(ti)EBIS’OBIIW’. 
We define 
Y(z~~RiD(fi))=[ i z + C ((a&) 63 L(ti) - Ri 0 (4tiid))) 
1 
considered as an element of H,(G; Z)/I. 
We have to show that P, I and Y satisfy the conditions: 
(i) Y induces a surjection from P to Q/I, 
(ii) I is divisible and 
(iii) P is divisible. 
Ad(i): We only have to show that ‘4’ is well-defined. Let Cj[Rj] @ tj = Ci[Ri] 0 ti = b 
and let z’ be a representative of e with az’ = 1 ,(aRj) @ (tj). If we look at b as an element 
of Ha(Gz, T2;Z), it follows that there exists cl E B,(G,) with ac, - 
(Ci Ri @ (h(tiid)) - CjR’j @ (h(tjid))) = s = Cl+k=3~i,k and sI,~ E BIS’ @ Bklw:. 
Moreover, there exists, c2 E B,(PSL,(@)) with acl - (z - z’) = t = C,+k=3 tl,k and 
tl,k E BrS’ O&R+. We have 
at = - a(z - z’) = - a 1 Ri @ (ti) - c RJ @ (tj) 
(i 
E BIS 1 @I B, Iw’ 
j > 
8s = - 8 
(i 
1 Ri @ (h(ti id)) - 1 RJ @ (h(t;id)) E B1 S1 @ B1 rW: 
j > 
and 
ata. = at0.3 = asj,g = aso, 3 = 0 = aR 
with 
R = tz,l + tl,z - T @Ri) 0 L(ti) + x(aRJ 0 U$) - (sz.1 + s1.z). 
i 
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Thus we obtain in I&G: 
a(~, - ~1) = z - Z' - 1 Ri @ (h(tiid)) + 1 RJ 0 (h(t;id)) + C (8Ri) @I L(ti) 
i j i 
- 1 (aR;)@ Ut;) + R + ~3.0 + to, 3 - so,3 - s3,o 
=Y z,CRiQti ( i )-‘Y(z;~R:~t;)+R+t,,o+to,,-so,,-s,,. 
The terms t3,0 and s3,0 define elements in H3 (S’;Z), t0,3 lies in H3(R+; Z) and soq3 in 
H3([W:;Z). It remains to show that also [R] lies in I. We have that R E (BIS’ @ 
B2 IL) @ (II2 S1 0 B1 [L). Because of the Kiinneth theorem the sequence 
+H3(S'xq+H1(S')*H1(11)+0 (*) 
is exact. Since [M is perfect and [IL, [L] c [16, we get [L, k] = K. Therefore we have 
H,(I) = R/lid = [w+ and the torsion product in ( *) vanishes. The projections 
p,:S’xU_+S’ and p,:S’xiL -+ II induce projections of H3(S’ x I_) onto the summands 
H3(S ‘) and H,(L). This follows from the naturality of the exact sequence (*). Since 
pi*([R]) = [pi(R)] = 0 for i = 1,2, there is no contribution of [R] to H3(S1) or H3(Q). 
Hence [R] E (H2(S1) @ H,(L)) @ (H,(S’) @ H,(L)). Since H,(I) = H,(lR+), we have 
Hz(S1)@H1(fL) = H,(S’)@H,(R+) c H3(T1) and finally [R] ~1. 
Ad(ii): Since S’ is divisible, H,(S’) @ H,(L) is divisible. That H3(T1) and H3(R:) are 
divisible follows from the Kiinneth theorem and the following facts: an abelian group is 
T1 isomorphic to (Q/Z) x R. For n B 1 we have HZn_ I(Q/Z) = Q/Z, HZn(Q/Z) = 0, and 
H,(R) is isomorphic to the nth exterior product A”(R) which is a Q-vector space. 
Ad(iii): From the Kiinneth theorem we obtain that Hz (T,) = A*@). Also H2(SL2(R), 
SO*; Z) @ R+ is a Q-vector space, since R + is one. In the next section we will show that 
H3(G1, T,; Z) is a Q-vector space. Since P is a pullback of these groups, it also is a Q-vector 
spaces. 
Remark: Tsuboi [17] has proved that H2(SL2(R),S02; Z) z R. 
4. SCISSORS CONGRUENCES 
In this section G will denote PSL,(C), T c G the subgroup of diagonal matrices T1, and 
C the group of isometries of hyperbolic 3-space W3 including reflections. 
To obtain information about the group H,(G, T, H) we use results contained in the work 
of DuPont, Parry and Sah [4-6,15,16]. 
We begin by introducing some of their notation. For X in {W3, 8-U3, m3 = W3 u %U3} 
let P(X, e) be the abelian group generated by all 4-tuples with entries in X satisfying the 
relations: 
(i) O=~(U~,U~,U~,U~,U~)=C~=~(-~)~(U~ ,...) cii )..., ~)and 
(ii) (uo,ul ,u2,u3) = 0, if {uo,ul,u2,u3} is contained in the closure of a hyperbolic 
hypersurface. 
The group P(X,e) is a G-module by g(ao,a1,%,%) = E(s)(s(ao),s(al),g(a2),g(a3)) 
with E(g) = 1 if g preserves oriantation and - 1 otherwise. We denote the coinvariants of 
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P(X, e) with respect o this action by P(X). This means P(X) = P(X, e)/ I with I generated 
by the elements a - g(a) with a in P(X, e) and g in G. 
P(W3) is the so-called “algebra of polytopes” [4] resp. the scissors congruence group of 
W3 [15, p. 2061. 
The inclusions JW3 -+ w3 c I-U3 induce homomorphisms P(dW3) + P(w3) c P(W3). 
According to [6] Theorem 2.1 resp. Proposition 3.7 and the remark following there, the 
map P(W3) + P(a’) is an isomorphism and the map P@W3) + P(m’) is an epimorphism. 
If a = (a,,, a1,az,a3), we denote by la/ the hyperbolic simplex with vertices 
(ue, a,, u2, u3}. We choose an orientation of W3 and set sign(u) equal to 1 or - 1, according 
as the orientation of Ial given by a coincides with the chosen one or not. We denote by 
I”( Ial) the (positive) hyperbolic volume of (a(. Setting V(u):= sign(u) v’( 1 al), we get an 
epimorphism of P(W3) onto R. 
We define B:&G -+ P(W”) by P(sl, gz,g3) = (j,gl(j), sigU glg2M)). This is 
a cocycle: 8Q19g2Vg3Yg4) = a(Js,(j), s1s2(j), glg2g3(j), glg2g3g&)) modulo g1 and 
hence equals 0 in P(W3 ). 
THEOREM 1. The homomorphism p induces an epimorphism B, : H3 (G, T; H) + P(W3). 
For the proof we need more notation. Let C,, n > - 1, denote the free abelian group 
generated by all (n + 1) - tuples (a,,, . . . , a,) with mutually different entries ai E &Q3. Setting 
Go,..., an):= f (-l)'(U*,...,(?i,...,U,) 
i=O 
we get an acyclic augmented chain complex (C,, 8). This is a G-complex with 
g(co,..., a,) = (gco, .** ,gu, and g( ) = ( ). The map 
&(g@c)= ~,(gl,...,Sp)O(~o,...,~,)) 
p-1 
= (9 z,*.* 7 gp)Ou + C (- l)‘(g,,...,gigi+l,...,gp)Ou 
i=l 
+(- ~)P(gl,...~gp-JOgpu 
defines a differential on B, G 0 C, making it into a double complex with total differential 
a(g 0 a) = a, (g 0 a) + ( - 1)Pg 0 au. 
This complex has two edge homomorphisms p1 : B,G @ C, -+ B, G and pz : B, G 0 
C*-)C*, which are chain maps. 
The canonical morphism a: C3 -+ P@‘) factors through P(lJW3). This morphism is 
a cocycle by the definition of P(n 3, e). Since every 4-tuple in dW3 with two equal entries is 
equal to 0 in P(cX-~I~) and since P(dW 3, -+ P (m3) is surjective, the morphism ~1 is surjective 
too. 
We define y = y. - y1 + y2 E Homz((B,G 0 C,)2, P(f13)) by ~o(uo,ul,u2):= 
(_AUO,U~,U~), rl((g)~(Uo,Ul)):=(i,sl(j),gl(U,),gl(Ul)), and ~2((g1,g2)0(U,)):= 
(j,sl(j),g192(j),9192(Uo)). 
A straightforward calculation gives 
LEMMA 1 
(0) a - YOU @ a) = 0, (1) Yo& + Yl(l 0 a) = 0, 
(2) -?1 JG + Y2(1@') = 0, (3) 72aG + h = 0, 
(4) Ma - P:B = ~8. 
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B.G @Z, - B.G@C, - KG@ I, = B.G 
-1 1 \.,,,I 
R. 
Fig. 2. 
COROLLARY 1. The cochains pf a and p:j? are cohomologous. 
Let Z, be the G-module of cycles of C,. Then we get exact sequences: 
(i): O-+Zi+Ci-+Zi_i+Ofori=0,1,2,Z_,=C_i,and 
(3): ... ~c,~c,_1j...~c3~z*~o. 
If we tensor (i) with B,G for i = 0, 1,2, then we obtain exact sequences 
complexes with differential 8,: 
of chain 
(i’): O-*B*GOZi-*B*GOCi~B*GOZi-,~O. 
Let R, be the cokernel of the inclusion B, T + B, G 0 Co, t H t 0 ( cc ) and 
the cokernel of the inclusion B, T + B, G. Then Fig. 2 shows that the sequence 
(3’) O-+B,G@Z,-+R,-+B,(G,T)+O 
is exact. 
B,(G, T) 
The group PC is defined as h 0GC3/a(E 0cC4) [6, A 281 and we obtain from the 
sequence (3) a morphism a: PC -+ Z 0 G Z2. The last group is isomorphic to H,(G, Z,), the 
coinvariants of Zz with respect o G. 
LEMMA 2. Zf ai, a2, and a3 denote the connecting homomorphisms of the long exact 
homology sequences associated to (1’), (2’), and (3’), then the following diagram commutes: 
Proof: The definition of P(m3) implies that tl* is well-defined. Since for all c in T the 
point t(j) is contained in the ray from 0 through j, the morphism B vanishes on B, T. We 
have already established that /? is a cocycle, and so fl* is well-defined. That yi* is 
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LEMMA 3. The morphisms 8, al, a2, and a3 are isomorphisms. 
Proof For d, 8, and a2 this is proved in the Appendix of [6]. 
Ad a3: It is enough to show that B,T + B, G 0 C,, induces an isomorphism in 
homology. If B denotes the stabilizer of cc, then by [6, All], B, T-r B,B induces an 
isomorphism in homology. An isomorphism of G-modules between Z G @ B H and Co is 
defined by gas 1 H g( co ). Then Shapiro’s lemma [4, Lemma 4.21, shows that 
6 H b @ ( co ) induces an isomorphism from H, (B; Z) to H,(B, G 0 C,). cl 
Theorem 1 follows from Lemmas 2 and 3 since tl* is surjective. 0 
COROLLARY 2. The group H,(G, T; Z) is a Q-vector space. 
Proof: By Lemma 3 this group is isomorphic to P e7r which is a Q-vector space by Sah 
[16, Theorem 4.161. 0 
Recall from Section 3 that P was defined as a pullback of H,(G, T; Z) and H2(SL2(1W), 
SO,;Z) @ lR+ over H2(ZZ). Let p:P + H,(G, T, H) be the canonical projection. 
THEOREM 2. The composition V/3,p : P + R is surjective. 
Proof: Complex conjugation defines an involution on G, T, B, G, B, T, the homology 
grolups of G and T, and on the relative hnmnlnvv (~n-t~~n~ _fl_ (G F 71 The cnnnpcting --__ -____ b= b _-“=- *\-,-,-I. 
homomorphism of the long exact homology sequence of the pair (G, T) is equivariant with 
respect to this action. Let H,(G, T; H)_ (resp. H,(G, T; Z),) be the eigenspaces of the 
Q-vector space H,(G, T; H) for the eigenvalues - 1 (resp. 1). We obtain an analogous 
decomposition for the Q-vector space H2(T; Z) = A2 T with (A’ T)_ = S1 @I lR+ and 
(A’T), = A’S’ 0 A’&!+. Since the image of the map from H2(SL2(lQSOz;h) @ Iw+ to 
H,(T; E) is (A’T)_, the image of p is H,(G, r; Z)_. 
Tf *,. rlP”~t.3” ,hn s.‘AP,..t;n” .3f lr n3+ 11 n UbII”LbJ L11L I~‘l~kL1”11 “ u_, x n = w3 a: RxR+ ) ;c(z $ tj) =&F $ lj, .fie hzl\;e 
S(j) = Kg(j) for all g in G. Thus we get in P(W3) the equation /I( g1,g2,g3) = 
- @(gl,g2,g3) = - /?(g1,g2,g3). By [S, Theorem 5.21, the group P(W3) has no 2-torsion. 
Hence the morphism p, vanishes on H,(G, T, Z), The surjectivity of&p now follows from 
Theorem 1. 0 
5. CHARACTERISTC NUMBERS OF GROUP ACTIONS 
Starting with the characteristic lasses of foliations, Bott constructed in [l] R-valued 
cocycles of groups which operate smoothly on an oriented manifold. In our case the 
manifold is S2, the group is Difs + (S2), and there are two relevant 3-dimensional cocycles. 
We recall his definition: 
We denote by V the Levi-Civita connection of S 2 for a chosen Riemannian metric. Iffis 
an element in Difs’(S2), we obtain a linear connection f*V by (f*V),(s) = 
f,- ’ (V,, X (f, s)). The difference f * V - V = 5 ( f) is a well-defined l-form with values in the 
endomorphism bundle of the tangent bundle T(S2) of S2, 
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Then the cocycles are given by 
4f1Af3):= s 1 ln h tracdt2 ) tracd53) s2 
and 
w2(f1J2,f3):= s C lwl trWt2S3L S’ 
where pl = ,~(f~) is defined byf*O = p(f)@, 0 the volume form of the chosen Rieman- 
nian metric, t2 = t(f2f3), c3 = <(fif2f3) and the sum is taken alternatingly. 
The associated classes in H 3(Difl + (S 2); [w) do not depend on the special choice of our 
metric and we get invariants of the group action. These classes are called by Bott the 
characteristic numbers of the action. 
By evaluating these “numbers” on cycles we get a homomorphism co:= (m1,cu2): 
H3 (lx’ + (S 2); H) + R2. 
Let Q’ be the image of Q in H3 (Dig + (S 2); h). We prove in this section 
THEOREM 3. The restriction of w to Q’ is an epimorphism. 
COROLLARV 3. The group R2 is a direct summand of Q’ and of H3(Difl + (S’); Z). 
Proof Since Q’ is divisible and Iw2 is torsion free, the group Q’ n kernel (0) is divisible. 
The corollary follows, since divisible groups are injective H-modules. 
COROLLARY 4. The group R2 is a direct summand ofH5(Br2; Z). 
Proof Let ES 2 be the universal S2-bundle with structure group D$ 
0 
(S “). The suspen- 
sion IZ : H3(Dij” ‘(S2); Z) + H5(ES2; Z) is defined as follows. We may represent an element 
P of H3(Di$!” ‘(S2); Z) as an S2-bundle E over a closed oriented 3-manifold M. 
F E- ES2 
1 l. 
M~Dif+(s’) 
The suspension of p is represented by ,ii. Letf: ES2 + BT2 be the classifying map of the 
associated l-,-structure of ES 2. For a 5dimensional characteristic lass z of codimension-2 
foliations we have r( f, Z(p)) = ( js2 (f * t))( p). By construction, compare [I], the cocycles 
til and O.I~ are of the form ( js2(f*r). Thus we get an epimorphism fromf*X(Q’) onto [w2 
and we can argue as in the proof of Corollary 3. 0 
Outline of the Proof of Theorem 3. In a first step we show that the cocycles wl, o2 are 
relative with respect o S1 x [I’. Therefore they define homomorphisms of H,(Gj, Tj; 2’) to 
R for j = 1,2. Since these cocycles depend continuously on the entries in (fi ,f2,f3), the 
theorem of van Est implies that they are given on these homology groups up to a constant 
factor by volume forms of W3 resp. W2 x Iw +. These constants are known by the works of 
Boullay [Z], Heitsch [9], Rasmussen [14] and Yamato [18] and allow the evaluation of the 
cocycles on Q’. 
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Proof of Theorem 3 
Step 1: a1 and w2 vanish on B3(S1 x IL’) 
We choose the Riemannian metric on S 2 which is induced by the euclidian metric of Iw3. 
Let (0,4) be spherical coordinates on the open set U = S2 - { j, - j}, where 4 parametrizes 
the semicircle between .j and - j. If we set o1 = (sin #I-’ 8, and o2 = a,, then the connec- 
tion matrix for the Levi Civita connection with respect o the trivialization (al, 02) on U is 
given by [ 11, p. 1871, 
( 
0 
?= 
cos 4 d6 
-cosddg > 0 ’ 
An element f~ S1 x II’ operates by f(g, 4) = (0 + a, g(4)). The connection matrix of f*V 
with respect o (f,- ‘(el), f,-‘(a2)) is given by 
f*q= O (- cos g de cosgde > 0 . 
Set a,g := g’ and 
F:= 
Since f,- ’ o1 = (sing +))- ’ 8, and f,- ’ g2 = g’- ’ a,, we get ci = Cj(f,-‘~j)F[. Thus the 
connection matrix off*V with respect o (ol, CJ~) is 
F-‘f*qF + F-‘dF = 0 cos g de 
-cosgde 0 
and 
5(f) = 
: 
din(g) ($-$g’cosg -cos$)dg 
sin q5 cos g 
cosf#I--- 
sing g’ > 
de dlng’ 
on U with respect to (51,~2). Therefore trace (<(fr)) trace(t(fi)) = 0 and 
trace(<(fi)KM) = 0 on u. 
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Step 2: H&(Gj, Tj; R) g IF! for j = 1,2 
For a topological group G, there is a subcomplex C&(G; [w) of the cochain complex 
C*(G, [w) = Horn@?, G; [w). This complex is generated by the n-cochains induced by con- 
tinuous maps from G” to Iw. If the group G is metrizable and T is a closed subgroup of G, 
then the theorem of Tietze implies that the canonical map from C,*,,(G; [w) to C&(T; W) is an 
epimorphism. If we denote in this case the kernel by C,*,,(G, T; Iw) , we get a long exact 
homology sequence 
The key to step 2 is now the theorem of van Est, see [7] or Section 6 of [lo] which says that 
for a Lie group G the group H,*on (G; R) is isomorphic to the cohomology of G Inu * (G/K), the 
complex of G-invariant forms on G/K, where K is a maximal compact subgroup of G. 
Let Sj be a maximal compact subgroup of Tj. Then Tj/Sj is diffeomorphic to [w+ for 
j = 1,2. The long exact sequence implies that Hz, (Gj, Tj; R) is isomorphic to H&(Gj; R). It 
is well known that the groups H&(Gj; IF!) are isomorphic to [w for j = 1,2. Generators are 
given by the canonical volume from o1 on W3 resp. o2 on W 2 x lR+ with the metric 
ds2 = dln(t)2 on [w+. 
Assume that on G/K there exists a G-invariant Riemannian metric such that every two 
points can be uniquely joined by a geodesic. (That is true for G1 and G2). Then we obtain as 
follows a cochain map Y from ,Jno*(G/K) to C&,(G) (compare [3]). Let (yl, . . . , gn) be in 
G”, 0 = {K)E G/K and let A(gl,... ,gn) be the unique geodesic simplex with vertices 
(0,~1m~l~2(0), ...,91 ... gn(0)) oriented by this ordering of the vertices. Then for $J in 
Glnv” (G/K), define Y-(4) by setting 
S(MSl, . . ..gn).= 
i 
4. 
A(gl,.. .gn) 
This chain map induces in our cases an isomorphism in cohomology. 
Step 3: co is an epimorphism 
By Step 2 there exist constants aj in [w, such that oi = ajY(oj) for i, j = 1,2. A rather 
lengthy computation [2, 9, 14, 181 shows 
a: #O, a: =o 3 ai = 2af # 0. 
Because of Step 1 the cocycle o induces a homomorphism of Q/I to Iw’, and it is enough to 
show that this is an epimorphism. Let Y : P + Q/I be the homomorphism of Section 3. For 
(0, b) in P we obtain o(Y(o, b) ) = (~~(0) - o’(b), o’(a) - o’(b)) = (a: Y@,)(a) - 
2ag F(w,)(b), - a: F(o,)(b)). If we show that for x in [w, (2x, x) is in the image of o, and 
(x,0) is in the image of o, we are done. If z is a 2-cycle of SL2 ([w) which represents 
a hyperbolic surface with volume v, then is (0, [z] @ t) in P and S(02)([z]@ t) = uln(t), 
which proves the first statement. Since Y (w 1 ) = Vfl,, there exists by Theorem 2 an element 
of (o,b) in P with Y(01)(8) = x. With this and the first we get the second statement. 0 
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